IN A NEW WAY
Nikitin V.N., Nikitina M.I.
Russian national fairy tale "Turnip" in a new way as result of effective informative and creative communication with the child.

IN A NEW WAY
The grandfather has planted turnip. Turnip big-very big has grown. There was a grandfather turnip from the earth to pull. Pulls-will pull – can't extend!
Russian national fairy tale "Turnip"
We live in the galaxy by the name of the Universe which constantly presents us the mass of riddles and surprises. We want to know everything! Sometimes the curiosity just doesn't allow us to sleep peacefully – pulls for itself to the world of imaginations and ideas.
How the world is arranged? The grandfather has thought, I have hammered into the head, doesn't sleep at the nights. I thought-thought – I haven't finished thinking. I have told about it to the grandma. Began to think together. Thought-thought – haven't finished thinking. Have decided to get a doggie. Have got and named Ray. Began to think together. Thought-thought – перелаялись. There was a time. The granddaughter Mashenka has grown up. Have told her about the thought, have explained, have asked and ... EUREKA! Have solved a riddle and here result – exclusive hypotheses:
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